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FERN BAY PROOF RANGE & 3.7 inch Heavy Anti-Aircraft 
(HAA) Batteries. 1941-1957 

 
SITE HISTORY 

 
By mid-1942, the Australian Government was forced to accept that for the first 
time in the history of white settlement, it may be about to become committed to a 
land battle on the Australian mainland. Japanese assets had bombed Darwin and 
on June 7 of that year, Newcastle was shelled by a Japanese submarine surface 
armament from Stockton Bight. 

 
At this time, Australia was committed to denying Japanese access to the mainland 
by halting the latter’s advance in New Guinea. Already hampered by losses 
associated with the fall of Singapore, the build-up of assets in the south-west 
Pacific was not yet complete. It was doubted that any Japanese incursion onto 
Australia’s north-eastern coast line and a subsequent southern advance in strength 
could be contained well to the north and even more doubtful that it could be 
repulsed. The Australian strategy was to establish a series of delaying positions 
forward of a number of major defence lines with the intention of not only denying 
the enemy access to the developed centres but also to force him to expend 
valuable resources which were not easily resupplied from Japan’s domestic 
support base over the distance involved. One such major defence line ran east-
west through and south of Brisbane. A second such line was immediately north of 
Newcastle. An assessment had been made that any land force invasion would aim 
for the rapid acquisition of Australia’s industrial centres in order to support 
further operations. Newcastle and Wollongong were assessed as priority 
objectives. 
 
The possibility that the more northerly defensive lines may fall, but more 
particularly be by-passed in a marine-borne operation was well realized. Likely 
landing sites were identified, with Stockton Beach being assessed as a suitable 
point of entry. On the establishment of a beach head toward the northern end 
(local defence and sea conditions being more favourable) an invading force would 
advance in strength parallel to the coast. It would be constrained by the sea on the 
left flank and Port Stephens and the Hunter River estuary on the right and would 
be confronted by delaying positions firstly on a line Tilligerry Creek to the sea in 
the vicinity of Salt Ash and a major defensive line from Fullerton Cove to the sea 
north of Fern Bay. The proposed sand extraction site lies between these two lines. 

 
Both the Salt Ash and the Fern Bay lines were in range of a coastal battery of three 
9.2 inch guns at Fort Wallace and at least one 6 inch gun at Fort Scratchley could 
bear on targets in the vicinity. Defensive targets on the Stockton and Tilligerry 
Peninsulas were probably registered by these batteries. In addition to these fixed 
batteries and given the likelihood that any incursive attempt would be supported 
by air assets, the north-eastern approaches to Newcastle were also defended by at 
least three mobile heavy (3.7 inch) anti-aircraft batteries. 

 
The Newcastle Defence Line was manned principally by infantry elements, but 
supported by other arms, including field artillery (18 and 25 pounder) and both 
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heavy (3.7 inch) and light (40mm Bofors) anti-aircraft artillery. It is likely that 
had these defences ever been operationally tested, armour and anti-armour assets 
(mounting principally 37mm, 2 pdr and 6 pdr weapons] would have deployed to 
augment the defence. Department of Defence records do not indicate, however, 
that these calibres were ever fired in other than a proof (testing and calibration) 
capacity. 20 Garrison Battalion, which was the principal infantry unit manning 
the line, is believed to have had a considerable mobile (truck mounted) 
capability. This suggestion is supported by the road construction and 
improvements (some of which are still evident today) through the vegetated dune 
system. It is reasonable to assume that a number of alternate delaying positions 
well forward of the defence line proper were established with a view to a planned 
fighting withdrawal to the main line if necessary. The pertinent factors in this 
observation include the likely support of not only the delaying actions by the 
battalion’s mortar platoon (4.2 inch and possibly 3 inch mortars) and the 
battalion’s lighter 2 inch mortars, but also their covering any planned withdrawal. 
Given that these scenarios were rehearsed, some ammunition of these calibres 
must be assumed to have impacted in the vicinity of the extraction site. 
 
Proofing Activities 

 
In 1942, prior to the inception of the Newcastle Defence Line, an ammunition and 
armour plate proof facility was established between what became the defence line 
and the former Stockton Rifle Range. The proof range proper was used up until 
the 1960’s, primarily for the proof of armour plate and armour piercing kinetic 
attack (free from explosive) projectiles which were usually caught in massive 
sand traps and concrete butts behind the target3. The potential for explosive-filled 
projectiles originating from within the armour plate proof range to terminate in 
Lot 218 is consequently considered negligible. 

 
One such proof activity which is pertinent, however, concerns the firing of high 
explosive (HE) artillery projectiles from locations east and north of the former 
rifle range along Stockton Beach in conjunction with proof and experimental 
trials. Proof rounds were fired to test or calibrate weapons, propellants or 
projectiles and/or components. When proofing involved weapons or propellant, it 
was not usual for HE- filled projectiles to be used. At Fern Bay, proof projectiles, 
filled with an HE substitute (HES - sand or pitch) and fitted with empty fuze 
bodies (or plugs that represented fuzes) were made up in order that their ballistic 
characteristics could be expected to be similar to HE-filled projectiles. Many of 
those projectiles which have been found over time have, therefore, given every 
external appearance of being HE- filled items and should be treated as such. Only 
when explosive demolition or intrusive measures were attempted the inert HES 
filling was discovered. At other times, however, it was necessary to use HE-filled 
projectiles for proof. During the period late 1943 to early 1946, proof of fuzes No 
117 using 25 pdr filled HE as the proof vehicle was carried out on Stockton 
Beach. Defence records indicate that a number of these projectiles failed to 
function as designed5. 
In addition, some otherwise inert projectiles are believed to have been fitted with 
red phosphorous smoke boxes. This marking device gave off a puff of white 
smoke when the projectile impacted, thus assisting observation and plotting of the 
fall of shot. The smoke box is capable of inflicting burns if such a projectile is  
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Interfered with. 
 

Mortar Firings (Macs Track) 
 

It is known that other firings took place in the Stockton area, not associated with 
proofing, and that some mortar firings onto the beach took place from the Macs 
track area. The suspected impact area may have included Lot 218. 

 
Firing from Williamtown Area 

 
Interviews with local inhabitants at the time have revealed definite recollection 
of 25pdr artillery firing from Williamtown onto the beach. A resident (now 
deceased) interviewed claimed to remember watching shells impact into the 
sand dunes on the beach. This information is corroborated by an entry in the 
Newcastle Fortress 

Logbooks of 28 January 1943. It is possible that at least some of these projectiles 
terminated within Lot 218. 

 
Newcastle Fortress Logbook Records 

 
The logbook records of the Newcastle coastal defence system provide valuable 
insight to many aspects of military activity from Port Stephens to the central coast 
from March 1942 to May 1944 (by which time the Japanese threat to Newcastle 
had passed). It appears that while the Fortress Headquarters may not have been the 
approving authority for many of these activities, it played a key role in their 
coordination. As a result, outlines of many activities were recorded by fortress 
staff. Of relevance is the indication that impact areas for those coastal defence and 
training tasks which were fired were bounded, in part, by the high water mark.  
Consequently it would appear that Stockton Beach was not engaged by HE-filled 
ammunition from either Fort Wallace or Fort Scratchley. There are, however, 
records of proof firings and it is possible that as part of these, projectiles may have 
needed to be recovered. In this case, it is possible (but no-where has it been found 
to be confirmed) that they impacted on Stockton Beach. In this unlikely event, 
while any finds should be treated with due caution, it is likely that any hazard 
would be minimal from these sources. 

 
3.7 inch Heavy Anti-Aircraft (HAA) Batteries 

 
Newcastle was defended against air attack by wheeled 3.7 inch HAA weapons in 
a number of locations including the former Stockton rifle range, Cox’s Track and 
Fern Bay.  The 3.7 inch gun could traverse through 36 degrees horizontally and in 
excess of 180 degrees in the vertical plane. The danger areas for practices using 
these weapons were generally 22,000 yards (20km). Ammunition was fitted with 
a fuze which was designed to function the projectile (mainly HE or illumination) 
after a pre- set time of flight or, in later versions, on reaching a particular altitude. 
Non- operational procedures for the firing of these weapons imposed a left and 
right of arc (described as bearings) with all practices logged by the Newcastle 
Fortress as firing seaward. Consequently, unless these weapons engaged targets in 
anger (of which there is no record) any projectile that failed to function would 
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have fallen into the sea. Some fragmentation which may have been from 3.7 inch 
projectiles which did function in the air over the beach has, however, been 
recovered in the past. However, from the records available, it would appear that 
negligible hazard is remnant from this source. 
Newcastle AA. Groups: 3rd, 7th &18th AA Batteries-22nd LAA Battery. 

 
 

OBSERVATIONS AND DEDUCTIONS 
 

In 1995, all available Department of Defence Explosive Ordnance Incidence 
reports outlining finds on the southern end of Stockton Beach over the previous 
twenty years were reviewed as part of a study by ADI Limited as part of planning 
by Mineral 
Deposits Ltd to mine mineral sands at the southern end of Stockton Beach. They 
showed that incidental discoveries had become more frequent in the years 
immediately prior to 1995. From April 1974 until September 1983, ten reports 
were filed while from then until May 1994, 23 such reports were recorded. The 
review noted that it was not considered that more items were becoming 
uncovered with time, but that increased public usage, awareness and possibly 
increased emotive sentiment in respect to the UXO issue may have been 
contributing factors. Two matters were, however, worthy of note. Firstly, of the 
55 finds recorded, only 17 were assessed as possibly having the potential to have 
explosive fill or pyrotechnic (i.e., such as tracer or smoke box) components. Of 
this 17, 11 must be assumed to have been filled, two of which (primer and fuze) 
are minor components in terms of fill quantity. The second matter is that of all of 
the 3.7 inch anti-aircraft projectiles reported by the Newcastle Fortress log books 
to have been fired, not one malfunctioned item has come to light, no doubt due to 
the primary danger areas being seaward. 

 
Further examination of the nature of finds and the narratives provided with the 
reports established that at least 75% of the items reported had been recovered 
from, or in the vicinity of, the former armour plate proof range. Finds of some 
larger calibre (principally 25 pdr) ordnance must be assumed to have resulted 
from proofing activities on the beach artillery range. 

 
Finally, in the years after 1995, extensive parts of the southern area of Stockton 
Beach were mined for mineral sand. The UXO management plan implemented for 
those operations was such that any ordnance-related material of greater than 
75mm diameter was screened from extraction plant and deposited at the bottom of 
a dredge pond. The progressive re-filling of the dredge pond saw this material 
buried at depths from which they are never likely to re-surface. 

 
As a likely consequence of this mining activity, a review of post 2000 
Explosive Ordnance Disposal Reports held by Department of Defence 
indicates that significantly less finds are being made on the southern parts of 
Stockton Beach. 
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Likely Incidence Levels, Natures and Types 
 

From the data to hand, it appears that only a minor part of Lot 218 falls within a 
former impact area and that area is outside the proposed extraction area (see 
Figure 1.). Approximately half of the land is within a former ‘danger area’ (i.e., a 
buffer area into which projectiles that overshot or otherwise failed to terminate in 
the impact area could be expected to impact). In the absence of any firm evidence 
of previous recoveries from Lot 218, the likelihood of encountering hazardous 
items in the proposed sand extraction area can only be assessed as moderate to 
slight with a low incidence of items likely to be remnant. 
Incidental (i.e., single items rather than concentrations) of the following types 
and natures of ordnance are assessed as possibly being within Lot 218: 

 
• Projectile, 25 pdr HE,HES, smoke and proof. 
• Projectile, mortar, 4.2 inch, HE, white phosphorous, illumination and smoke. 
• Projectile, mortar, 3 inch, HE, white phosphorous, illumination and smoke. 
• Projectile, infantry, anti-tank, HE anti-tank. 
• Grenade, fragmentation, 36M. 
• Grenade, hand, No 69. 

 
In order that these items can be recognised if encountered, photographs of new 
objects and, where available, of their likely appearance due to the effects of the 
ravages of time and decomposition, are provided below. 

 

25 pdr smoke base ejection fuzed point detonating (PD) No 221 (left) and UXO 
(partial function (right). 

 

 
25 pdr HE fuzed PD No 119 (left) and UXO fuzed PD No 117 (right). 

4.1 in mortar HE Mk 2 fuzed No 162. 
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3 inch mortar HE Mk2 fuzed No 150 Mk1 (right) and UXO 
(left). 

 

 

 
 

3 in mortar smoke. 
 

 

Projectile, infantry, anti-tank 
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Grenade, fragmentation, 36M. 

 
 

Ordnance Definitions 
Explosive Ordnance (EO). EO includes all items (which may be fused but which have not 
been fired, dropped, launched or projected) containing explosives, propellants, nuclear or 
radiological materials and/or chemical or biological agents. Such items are bombs, 
warheads, ballistic missiles, artillery shells, mortar bombs, rockets, small arms ammunition, 
pyrotechnics, grenades, cartridge and propellant operated devices, and similar related items 
or components explosive in nature and which may cause injury and death to personnel or 
damage to property. EO is generally found in illicit or authorized burial or disposal sites on 
former defence munitions storage or testing sites. 
 
Unexploded Ordnance (UXO). UXO are explosive ordnance which are fused and which have 
failed to function (detonate, burn or produce a pyrotechnic effect) as was meant when the 
item was fired, dropped, launched or projected. These items present to the unwary the 
highest risk of death or severe injury, particularly because the item is fused and actions have 
been taken to initiate arming of that fuse. They are generally found on areas that have been 
subject to training with live ordnance. 
 
Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD). EOD is the examination, identification, field evaluation, 
rendering safe, recovery and final disposal of unexploded ordnance. It may also include the 
rendering safe and/or disposal of EO which has become hazardous by damage or 
deterioration. The Armed Services make EOD teams available to respond to munitions found 
by the community. 
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3.7 inch Heavy Anti-Aircraft gun, Kensington Golf Course, May 1943. These guns were used 
to force the aircraft higher to make then less accurate when on a bombing raid.  

 

Australian Army 40 mm Bofor Light Anti-Aircraft Gun. 
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Lewis Newcastle Herald 04-06-1996. 

 


